
Step 1: Recognize Problematic Behavior & Redirect the Conversation

Tutee is distracting the group with social topics. 
Let’s keep “get to know you” topics mostly for the beginning of the session so we can focus on questions and
learning. 
Ok, (name), let's get back to the problem at hand.  
That sounds like a funny story! Let’s see what we can get through and can chat at the end of the session. 

Tutee wants more clarity or time to review a topic than the rest of group. 
I'm glad to hear how passionate you are about (item)! It seems like more people want to focus on (item) right
now, so let's move back to that. 
I’m happy to meet with you for an extra session if that’s something you want for more dedicated time. 

Tutee has said something inappropriate. Examples of this could include a sexualized joke, talking excessively about
partying, or talking about divisive politics. 

Let's keep our sessions to "classroom talk" so that everyone can learn best. 
That’s not appropriate and I wouldn't want others to feel uncomfortable--we are all here to learn together. 
That may be a worthwhile topic, but let's keep that outside of sessions. 

Tutee has made a racially biased or microaggressive comment. 
That wasn’t okay. I want this to be a welcoming environment for everyone, so we can best learn. Please don’t
say things like that. 
That statement made me feel uncomfortable, because _____. 
That comment went against my expectations of tutees to have a strong, supportive community because _____. 

Although session disruptions do not happen frequently, it's important to know how to respond if a tutee is being

distracting or hurtful. Here are some examples of what might happen and how you can respond.

Session Disruption Protocol

Step 2: Take Action Steps if Necessary

Send an email to Tutoring Services staff  (tutorsrv@iastate.edu)
Hello TS Team, I am emailing to tell you about something concerning that happened during my session for
group #00000 on (date). One of my tutees, (name), made some concerning remarks. I would like to discuss
these further with somebody from the supervisory team. 

Report incidents of discrimination or harassment 
To report a Campus Climate Incident, you can fill out the online form at
www.campusclimate.iastate.edu/system/reporting. 

End the session if necessary--when something happens that is overly harmful to yourself or any of your tutees, you
may end session early. We hope that this situation doesn't occur often, but recognize that it unfortunately will. 

If you end a session early because of an incident, you must contact a supervisor, and document this in the
session notes.

If a tutee said a particularly harmful or concerning thing, you may need to take additional steps. These will vary greatly
based on the situation, but just know that we are here to help. Here are a couple of ideas of how you might proceed. 

http://www.campusclimate.iastate.edu/system/reporting

